The Stars Go Over the Lonely Ocean - Mission 6 - 11206.05

Summary:  5 days have passed without incident.  Lt. Commander Senn has compiled new information found from the Relay Station 00424.  It had recorded two hours of an unidentified vessel within the system some 3 months earlier.  On Aegir Station repairs continue and most systems are back online.  However Science Lab 2 is still off limits due to the extensive damage.

**************************** Resume Mission *****************************

CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Down in astrometrics laying back and just watching, for the umpteen time, the relays data set for the past three months.::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
Computer: ....I sincerely hope it doesn't come to that.   End log.   ::Leans back in the Ready Room chair a moment, with a heavy sigh::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looking at the sensor readings for the beamout time period for maybe the hundredth time, limiting the field to the crossover area 40,000km from both the Claymore's position, and the location the Jarrow arrived at.::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Exhales once more, then pushes up to her feet, finishing off her water before leaving the glass on the desk and striding out onto the Bridge::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sweeps across to the CO's chair, pausing beside it instead of in it, and hits her commbadge:: *CSO*: Bridge to Senn.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Sighing in disgust, she finally turns it off.::  *aCO*:  Commander, have you had any luck getting further information on the Vulchar vessel?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Sitting in the command center reviewing his PADD, which contains the work schedule for the away team::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
:: Blinks as the calls cross.::  *aCO*:  Ummm... Senn here.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CSO*: We're expecting to be connected to the appropriate individual on Ferenginar any time now.  Please route a fresh copy of the Vulchar data to... ::Pauses a second, locating Fong:: ...the Bridge Engineering console.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Sitting on the floor in the barracks, back against the wall, trying to force his way through the last chapter of "Emotional Control for Non-Vulcans" or, as he liked to called it, "Surviving Stiggy School"::
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@::Taps his combadge now that internal comms are back online.::  *CTO*:  Commander Damrok can you report to my office.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@*Reynolds*:  Of course, Sir.  Right away.  ::Stands and makes his way across to Reynolds' office, entering::
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@::Pulls up the monitor and reviews the current repair list.::  *CTO*:  Thank you Commander.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
*aCO*:  I wish I could say there was more to add to it.  I have spent hours going over the last three months.  It still remains that the vessel was not seen entering the system, but it was recorded for two hours of doing nothing near the satellite.  Then the relay turned away and nothing else is seen of them.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CSO*: I understand. Just send what you do have to the Bridge Engineering console. We'll do our best from there.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::As she talks, she sends the data to Fong at the bridge engineering console.::
aCO Cmdr_ Raeyld says:
*CSO*:  I know you've been processing a great deal of information, Lieutenant Commander, but I'll also need you to put together some theories on this latinum deposit. Is it natural in origin? Are there any evidences of attempts to mine?  Any evidences of tampering?  What options do we have to shore up the area to prevent further seismic events?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Walks up to Reynolds' desk, at attention::  Reynolds:  You asked to see me, Sir?
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@::Stands.::  CTO:  At ease Commander.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Standing to leave the lab, she begins shutting the systems down as she talks.:: *aCO*: The latinum is natural, we have not picked up anything to change that bit of fact.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CSO*: Understood.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Stands at rest, hands folded behind his back with his PADD::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Walks into the station barracks seeing Hawk sitting on the floor staring at a book.::
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@CTO:  I am going to bring some of our emergency vessels to Aegis Station and evacuate some of our crew.  I've already made plans with Commander Raeyld.   However I want you and your team to quietly inspect the 2nd sub here before I send anyone off to pick up more vessels.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Hears the ping of new data and sighs, looking at the theoretical information about a craft that was never created according to Starfleet.:: Self: Someone droped the ball again.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Reynolds:  Understood.  Do you suspect there could be further sabotage within the submersible fleet?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Noticing the captain:: aCO: The planet's satellite is ready to return to orbit captain.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
*aCO*:  As for tampering, one would hope one could trust Starfleet engineering.  They would not have built on an unstable area... ok, maybe they might start, but once building began it would have become unstable and they would have chosen an alternative site.  All records in the database show it was stable to begin with and throughout construction.
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@CTO:  After talking with Commander Raeyld I think being cautious is best for right now.  I need to make sure my people stay safe.  If that means checking everything beforehand so be it.  ::Smiles.::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
*CSO*: I admit Starfleet is near the bottom of my list as possible tamper-ers.  I'm not looking to accuse any one group of tampering. I just want to know if there are any signs present in the crust that might indicate tampering at any time in recent months.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Reynolds:  I agree completely, Commander.  We'll get to it at once.  Is there anything else I can do for you?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Nods to Fong, her expression lightening for a brief moment:: OPS: At your leisure, Mr. Fong.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Seeing Hawk is engrossed in his book moves over to one of the chairs and sits down pulling out his padd, looking over his notes.::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
*aCO*:  As for if attempts were successful or not and can we shore it and what might be causing it... :: sighs and chews her bottom lip a moment.::   I really need or one of my people need, to get down there.  All I can do is reiterate what we do know.   The instability comes from  ocean water making its way between the layers which could be...
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Looks up at the sound of the chair, surprised to see the CNS had come in without him noticing::  CNS:  I'm sorry Counselor, guess I was buried in my PADD.  How you doing?
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@CTO:  Once your team is done report back to me and me alone.  I don't want this to cause panic within the station.  I'd also like your team to begin an investigation on all crewmembers of this station.   Again report to me if you find anything.
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@::Taps a few commands on the console.::  CTO:  I've opened computer access to our files for your team to review.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
*aCO*:... natural or not.  If it is manmade, it could be a form of fracking... ummm... a rather oudated process for retrieving certain materials from rocks such as shale... which was outlawed by Starfleet somewhere around 2274... or was that 2275?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Raps her fingers on the back of the CO's chair a moment:: *CSO*: All right. Let me see what can be arranged. I'll get back to you shortly.  Raeyld out.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CAG:  No need to apologize, you seem so engrossed in the book I didn't want to disturb you.  Good reading?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Sends a signal to clear cargo bay three and locks on to the satellite.  He then pauses and locks onto an unused torpedo casing nearby and beams it into the satellite’s orbit::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Reynolds:  Understood, Sir.  Do we have full permission for surveillance on any and all personnel?
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CNS:  Good Lord no!  ::Sighs::  But probably needed reading.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Moves toward Fong, watching the work for a moment, waiting to address him while in the midst of a beamout::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Laughs.::  CAG:  What are you reading?
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Exiting the room, through the two doors, she makes her way to the lab to see if her people have come up with anything more... though more likely they were getting tired of her asking.::
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@CTO:  Yes Commander, but please keep it as low profile as possible.  Some of these people are not Starfleet personnel and I would hate to have a diplomatic situation to untangle.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::holds up the PADD so the CNS can see it and grins::CNS:  It's been suggested by one or two.... dozen people that it would be good if I reeled in my emotional reactions just a teeny bit.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Without looking away from the consoles:: aCO: Yes?

ACTION:  The torp casing disappears from the cargo bay and materializes seconds later in orbit around Denely III.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Reynolds:  Understood, Sir.  I'll report back as soon as we have any findings one way or the other.
Cmdr Reynolds says:
@CTO:  Thank you Commander and extend my thanks to your team for helping with repairs.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Winces as he reads the title.::  CAG:  Ouch, never read it myself but can imagine what it must be like.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CNS:  Uh huh...  you'd probably be right.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS: Just observing. Looks like a good precaution. Once you've finished, raise the surface.  Commander Senn needs a closer look at that latinum deposit, and I want to find a way to arrange it.
OPS Lt Fong says:
*CSO* Keep an eye on sensors for any unexpected power surges.  ::Waits for a few moments then shrugs and beams the casing back to its place in the cargo bay then beams the satellite into its orbit, waiting.::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Pauses before entering the lab.::  *OPS*:  Acknowledged.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Reynolds:  Will do, Sir.  ::Does an about-face and exits the office, walking over toward Kytides::

ACTION:  The torpedo appears back in in the Claymore's cargo hold.  Soon after the Satellite disappears from the cargo bay......

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@TO:  Ensign, you're with me.  ::Makes his way toward the docking area::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
*SO Sov-masu*:  Keep a close eye on sensors... Given the satellite was due to be finished soon, I am going to guess it must be ready to be put back into place.  Also, any thing else out of the ordinary.  I do not think whoever destroyed it before will do so again... no real reason, but any lead onto that vessel would be nice.
SO Sov-masu says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Taps on his PADD with a stylus as he walks::
TO Ens Kytides says:
@CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Stands and nods, quickly following after Damrok::

ACTION:  Moments pass before transporter room replies that the satellite has been lost from Claymore transporter control.

SO Sov-masu says:
::Taps various commands, working on sensors in the area of the satellite.::

ACTION:  Warning alarms ring out from the bridge as sensors pick up an incoming beam in to the bridge.....

aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Raises her hand to her forehead, pressing her fingers against a pressure point there to ward off the potential pain there - when the alarms cause her to look up::
SO Sov-masu says:
aCO:  Commander... I am picking up an incoming beam to the bridge.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CAG:  And it was suggested to you by a few people huh?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Frowns then closes his eyes, hearing the warnings his hand darts to his boot, and he stands up between the larger area of the bridge and the aCO:: *Security* Bridge.
SO Sov-masu says:
::Quickly tries to locate the source.::
SO Sov-masu says:
*CSO*:  Commander, you are needed on the bridge.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
All: Take cover and defensive postures.  ::As she moves behind a nearby chair, keenly eyeing the bridge::
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CSN:  Yeah...  just people that know me... or work with me....  or hang out with me....  ::Grins::  You know... just them.

ACTION:  The Midas satellite materializes on the Claymore bridge.  It crushes the Flight Control console and the main viewscreen instantly.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
<MOPS LtJG Gulash>::Draws his weapon, perhaps too keen::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Midstep into entering the room, she turns around and hurries to the nearest lift.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Looks at the satellite:: Aloud: SERIOUSLY?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Straightens up, slightly less defensive, as her lips work together tersely::  Self: Well, that's it. Not getting the deposit back from Cosgrave.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
<TO Lt Kingston>::Looks to the captain, eyes wide, then to Fong, then back to the captain, otherwise frozen in place, her phaser trained on...a satellite::
SO Sov-masu says:
::Glances behind him in surprise but returns to his sensors.::  aCO:  I am picking up something 300 meters aft of the Claymore.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CAG:  Oh just a few people, guess I don't know you that well yet.  ::Grins::

ACTION:  Sparks fly from the Satellite as it tips to the side sparking a fire to break out on the bridge...

aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Waves a hand:: TO/MOPS: At ease. Get that put out.    OPS: Mr. Fong...see what you can do about getting this....to a cargo bay.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Arrives in the docking area, and locks the door behind he and Kytides::  TO:  We have some new orders.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::As the lift stops at the bridge she pauses to stare at the satellite and attributed damage.  Under her breath.::  Not cool...
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Looks at the CNS in mock seriousness::  CNS:  You should know that any rumors or anything said about me by the CSO is likely a complete lie.  Possibly the acting Captain as well.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Almost remorsefully, and a bit beneath her breath, though she knows it's not beyond the Ferengi's hearing:: OPS: It was a nice precaution.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Replaces something in his boot, and pulls an emergency fire extinguisher from under a console, he quietly walks up to the side of the satellite and begins spraying it down with the dry material.::
TO Ens Kytides says:
@::Perks up somewhat, a hint of his relief at that news showing on his face::  CTO:  Sir?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Turns to Sov-masu:: SO: What is it, Lieutenant?  Any possibility it's the Vulchar vessel?
SO Sov-masu says:
::Turns to the Senn as she joins him.::  CSO:  I picked up some energy 300 meters aft the Claymore.

ACTION:  Fong quickly put out the flames spreading through the bridge carpet.  The smoldering black carpet and once again broken satellite puff a slow stream of smoke....

CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Nods and quietly waits for more information from her Vulcan oceanographer.::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CAG:  You do realize now I'm going to have to ask them about these rumors, might be important.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Walks around, looking and scanning with his tricorder, to make sure the area is secure, and no one's eavesdropping...finally looks up::  TO:  Commander Reynolds would like us to conduct a full investigation of the submersibles.  They plan to travel to pick up more vessels in order to evacuate the station, for the safety of all involved.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CSO: Lieutenant Commander, glad to see you.  Try to narrow down the readings on that energy signature... Could it be the Vulchar vessel?
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@TO:  However, we must face the possibility that there is a saboteur aboard.  We must take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of those traveling.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Sighs sadly::  CNS:  Lies...  I'm telling you, all lies.  Unless they happen to say something good, of course.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Stepping near Sov-masu she types in a few commands as he continues.::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
TO: Coordinate with Senn on scans of the energy, try to determine if it could be a vessel of any kind.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Turns towards the Operations console:: aOPS: Cawney Beam this back to Cargo bay three.
SO Sov-masu says:
aCO:  I am reading an 8 second signal.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
aCO:  During that 8 seconds it was in the same orbit as the Claymore... after that... nothing.  ::Turns to look at the CMO::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
<TO1 Lt Kingston>  ::Having just finally holstered her phaser, shakes the abject shock out of her head::  aCO:  Yes, Ma'am.  I'll begin scans right away.
TO Ens Kytides says:
@::Nods, not really surprised by the news, considering everything::  CTO:  Aye, Sir.
SO Sov-masu says:
::Works on the signal::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sighs::  OPS: I'll need an estimate on the new repair time as soon as possible. Next time we'll just push it out into place.  I'm tired of our transporters being messed with.
OPS Lt Fong says:
<aOPS PO Cawney>::Initiates transport of the satellite to the cradle in the cargo bay where it had been sitting.::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
CSO: So the energy signal was picked up only for those 8 seconds?  And now it's gone again?

ACTION:  The satellite disappears from the bridge and materializes within cargo 3.

OPS Lt Fong says:
::A note of anger in his tone as he begins examining the crushed helm station::aCO: Yes ma'am.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@TO:  I'd like you to begin scanning the second submersible for any traces that it has been tampered with.  I'll join you in a moment, but first, I should bring Hawk and Foster in on the operation.
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CAG:  Guess I will have to decide for myself when I hear these "lies".
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
aFCO: Reroute helm through the secondary Engineering station.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Shrugs::  CNS:  Have it your way.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Looks to Fong for confirmation the satellite reached its new destination in more-or-less one piece::
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
aCO:  Apparently.  We really need that information from the Ferengi.  Though given this ability, if it is theirs, I doubt they would say much.  Not to mention, I am sure it breaks some treaty somewhere.  Perhaps that was why the plug was pulled.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Taps his combadge::  *CNS/CAG*:  Damrok to Hawk and Foster.  I'd like you to join me in the docking area.  We have something to discuss.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@*CTO*:  On our way
SO Sov-masu says:
aCO:  The signal was a teleport transmission from an unknown object that is too small to match the specs of the Vulchar I was given.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Glances at Cawney, receives a nod and transfers said nod back to the captain then he resumes pulling broken bits of the helm station out of the carpet.::
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Stands up and tosses the PADD on his bunk::  CNS:  Shall we?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SO: Some sort of transporter relay?
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Looks over at her science officer, considering.::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Stands up from his chair.::  CAG:  Guess we better.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Heads out for the docking area::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Follows Hawk toward the docking area.::
SO Sov-masu says:
aCO:  It is possible... the size was approximately in that realm; slightly bigger then one of ours.
TO Ens Kytides says:
@CTO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Nods a final time and, considering Damrok's manner, nonchalantly breaks off and heads for the sub::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Unlocks the door to the docking area momentarily, stepping outside to stand watch until Hawk and Foster arrive::
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Nears the docking area and seeing the CTO, heads over.::  CTO:  You wanted to see us, sir?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SO: Can you triangulate its location?   Review the sensor data from the "relocation" of the Jarrow, look for another similar signature. We were off the map for eight seconds then, as well.
CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
aCO/SO:  I still have problems with a relay station evading our detection... unless something else is near by and able to mask it, except for when the energy was needed.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SO/CSO: If we can determine this thing’s location, then, cloak or not, we ought to be able to find a way to neutralize it.
SO Sov-masu says:
::Nods, pulling up the data requested and begins to plug in the required information into the computer while running it through his head.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG/CNS:  Yes...in private.  ::Steps close enough to allow the docking area door to open, and motions for them to proceed inside::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
OPS/CSO/SO: All right...if we can only detect it--- ::Pauses, and suddenly looks around the bridge, trying but failing to suppress her sudden sense of paranoia::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@::Nods to the commander and heads inside.::
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Enters the docking area, then turns to wait for the CTO.  Now very, very curious as to what was going on::
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Gestures to Fong, Senn, and Sov-masa, miming to her console, then sits to tap in a message....If they can reroute their transporters, then it's in the realm of possibility they can ease drop on their conversations::
TO Ens Kytides says:
@::Enters the airlock to the second sub, finally pulling out his tricorder and preparing it as he presses the airlock button::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Follows them inside and again locks the door behind him::  CAG/CNS:  Gentlemen...Commander Reynolds has ordered us to begin investigating the possibility that one or more saboteurs remain aboard the station at this time.  We'll be investigating all personnel and critical equipment aboard.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG/CNS:  No one other than the three of us and Ensign Kytides are to be aware of this fact.  Understood?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Types: "If we can only detect it when it uses power, then let's bait it.  Beam something tempting out while running full science and tactical scans."  Sends the message to OPS/CSO/SO::
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CTO:  Understood.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CTO:  Understood, sir.  Question...  just how do you want us to "investigate" the personnel?
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Shakes his head and calls for a damage control team:: aCO: This is not very Ferengi behavior.  This is spiteful and petty. I'm not saying no Ferengi is, but think of the profit they just beamed back. ::He is not at a working console so is not privy to the typed communication yet.::
SO Sov-masu says:
::Catching the doctor’s mime, he interprets it ties into the console::  I am unable to get a triangulation at this point.  We only have record of this current timeline, sensors still have no recording of the last.
CSO LtCmd Senn says:
::Also following suit::  If it does not have a propulsion system.... it could still be where we last recorded it.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
SO: Understood, Lieutenant.     OPS: And I agree, Mr. Fong.  While Ferengi involvement is still a possibility, it's certainly far from a foregone conclusion.
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG:  A difficult proposition.  In such close quarters, it's difficult to do so without appearing very obvious about our work.  However, we should begin with full tricorder sweeps of the living quarters, as quietly and quickly as possible.  Commander Reynolds has also opened all personnel files to us...
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG:  I'd like to begin that avenue of investigation by looking into the personnel who were stationed in science bay two.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CTO:  Understood.  Would you like me to start on that or work the sub?
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Types again: "A second signal will confirm if it's stationary, or give us a more up-to-date location.   Options for a suitably tasty beamout?  The satellite is obviously no longer any good in space."  Sends to CSO/SO/OPS::

@ACTION:  The station begins to shake as a sudden tremor begins

ACTION:  Warning sensors alarm the bridge that they are detecting another tremor from under the station.

CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CNS:  Mister Foster, I'll leave you to that detail.  Comb through the personnel files for anything you think might be of importance, and feel free to offer your services as counselor to anyone you feel might be a suitable target to interview.  CAG:  Mister Hawk, st-- ::Pauses as the tremor begins, but recovers quickly and continues through::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG:  -- begin investigating the barracks.  Report back to me when you're through.  Kytides and I will examine the submersible.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@::Braces against the wall, but continues listening to the CTO::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@CAG/CNS:  Any questions?
TO Ens Kytides says:
@::Gingerly steps into the sub, considering what happened the last time he was in one, and then blinks at the immediate results, debating if he should scan further, but stops dead at the quake, cursing::
SO Sov-masu says:
Types:  It did not appreciate the torpedo.
CAG Cdt Hawk says:
@CTO:  No sir
CNS Ens Foster says:
@CTO:  None here.

@ACTION:  The Quake intensifies past 5.6 and the stations power drops to emergency power.

CSO LtCmdr Senn says:
::Not knowing this information she just lifts her brow, curious why one was beamed out to begin with.::
CTO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Unlocks the door to the docking bay::  CAG/CNS:  Let's get to work.  I'll expect a report within the hour, and remember -- don't let on we're conducting this investigation.
aCO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Types: "Agreed.  Something that poses a threat to their control...their break between this system, this ship, and the surface."  Sends to CSO/SO/TO::

**************************** Pause Mission ************************
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